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Abstract 
 

Getting students to appreciate the value of 
writing high quality requirements can be a difficult 
undertaking. This paper spotlights an educational 
experience in which students from across the globe 
were brought together to write the requirements for 
a software development competition in order to 
address this challenge. To account for a disparity of 
educational backgrounds while promoting quality, a 
model was designed to include requirements 
coaching, reinforced requirements auditing cycles 
and multi-perspective triggers for requirements 
change. The paper describes the multiplicity of roles 
that were created and the strategies that were 
undertaken in an attempt to improve the quality of 
the written requirements, summarizes the outcomes 
of the experience, and highlights the observed 
costs/benefits of teaching this skill and conveying its 
value in this manner. The application of such a 
model to distributed software development projects 
more generally is discussed. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Writing requirements is “part of a process of 

dialog and negotiation between requirements 
engineers and stakeholders” … and these 
requirements “must bridge the gap between the 
people who have a problem that a system might 
solve, and the people who can build such a system” 
[1]. The potential to develop quality software, 
particularly in a distributed offshore outsourcing 
context, is inextricably linked to the quality of the 
requirements that are determined and exchanged to 
bridge this gap. The requirements have to reflect the 
needs and constraints of the various stakeholders, be 

understandable to those parties who will design and 
develop the software, and enable the client or their 
proxies to assess what is delivered along the way. 
The requirements also need to account for the 
feedback and learning that goes on about the 
requirements as the entire engineering process 
proceeds. 

The criticality of communication to the success 
of global software development projects is well 
recognized [12]. Given that requirements 
engineering is one of the most communication-rich 
activities in software development, and that 
requirements documents are one of the most pivotal 
artifacts, examining these processes and products in 
the context of globally distributed environments has 
become a topic of empirical study and research [4]. 
Such work has led to the suggestion that new 
processes are needed for doing requirements work 
in these more challenging settings [15]. 

This paper explores a model for doing 
requirements engineering and evolving a written 
requirements document in the context of a global 
software development project where the prerequisite 
skills amongst all parties is uneven and learning 
these skills is to be promoted. The paper describes 
an educational initiative that brought students from 
different academic backgrounds, and with differing 
skills, together to learn about requirements 
engineering practice and the important role of 
quality in written requirements. This experience 
offers some potential insights for industry practice. 

In Section 2 of this paper, we provide details of 
the pedagogical context that is the motivation for 
this work. Details of our project are given in Section 
3. The requirements-related activities that were 
undertaken by the different constituencies are then 
detailed in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the 



 

results of the experience and Section 6 discusses the 
applicability of our model to wider contexts. 

 
2. Pedagogical Challenges 

 
Learning about requirements engineering is one 

of the many objectives of a first course in software 
engineering for undergraduate computer science 
students. However, given the demand to cover the 
entire field of software engineering at a high-level in 
a single course, as well as to concurrently complete 
a capstone software development team project (a 
common demand in many US universities, including 
the one of this paper), the activities of requirements 
engineering that are so central to any project’s 
success can only receive a minimal amount of 
attention. We have found that students generally 
begin to appreciate the role of requirements and the 
need for quality in their written description only 
after having gained the course overview and only 
after having participated in the software 
development project. This situation does not lend 
itself so well to undertaking more challenging types 
of project involving real clients or globally 
distributed settings, demands that are also equally 
pressing for professors to account for nowadays [2, 
3, 11]. Our challenge has been how to give these 
students a realistic software development project 
experience, while learning the requisite skills, 
without compromising quality when writing and 
evolving requirements in an iterative manner. 

Where software engineering degrees are 
offered, be they at the undergraduate or graduate 
level, many institutions include an entire course 
dedicated to requirements engineering. For instance 
at Pace University, graduate students complete a 
semester-long course on the topic early on in their 
studies. This course involves numerous practical 
assignments to augment the teaching and culminates 
in the preparation of a substantive requirements 
document. Again, we have found that it is often only 
after having reflected upon all the course material in 
the preparation of this document, and after having 
received feedback on this, that these students can be 
said to have acquired preliminary skills in the area. 
Since this is frequently the first disciplined attempt 
to create an engineering artifact of this nature for 
many students, the experience really needs to be re-
enforced and the outcomes used for the skills to be 
transferable. Furthermore, we have found that 
students without this consolidation tend to revert 
back to focusing on design and code in their 
subsequent courses when their more specific 
demands become pressing. Our challenge has been 

how to create an experience that enables students to 
see the value of spending time on requirements 
outside the context of a dedicated course. 

To address these two challenges, we decided to 
create an educational model whereby we would 
bring eight classes of undergraduate and graduate 
students together, from across four countries and 
five institutions, to capitalize upon their specific 
backgrounds and distinct learning needs. 
 
3. Project Background and Description 

 
The institutions contributing to the experience 

described in this paper have been working together 
on global software development projects for a 
number of years. The focus has always been on 
building software for Cambodian clients, with 
Cambodian students acting as their proxies. The 
efforts of our past collaborations have been 
described in previous publications [6-10]. 

While the students have always produced 
software during each year of this collaboration, the 
end products have never actually been deployed. In 
2007, this became an issue when the intent of the 
annual collaboration was to develop and deploy a 
library software system for the Cambodian school to 
replace their existing paper-based system. Getting 
the students to acquire the skills that were necessary 
to determine and then write the requirements in a 
short timeframe was going to be problematic and, 
given the centrality of the requirements to the 
project success, it was the US students who were 
tasked to gather and specify the requirements -- it 
was easier for the dedicated software engineering 
and requirements engineering professors located in 
the US to give these students direct and immediate 
support. However, getting these students to iterate to 
ensure the requirements accurately represented the 
Cambodian clients’ needs, and ensuring they 
sustained client involvement and managed changes 
to the requirements, impacted the time available for 
design, development and testing, so these tasks 
became neglected and the quality of the 
requirements slipped. It became evident that the 
success of a project of this nature really depended 
upon the Cambodian students learning more about 
requirements engineering so as to own and manage 
their client’s requirements, a skill that was going to 
be difficult for the professors to teach and support 
day-to-day from a distance without creativity. 

In 2008, the global project was thus re-designed 
to get a team of US graduate students who had 
already taken an introductory course in requirements 
engineering to coach the Cambodian students in 



 

requirements engineering. They were to work 
together as a client-side team. Note that the term 
‘client’, used in the context of the Cambodian 
students, reflects a role whereby the students acted 
as a proxy for the librarian and the other end-users 
of the library system under development. 

To further maximize the likelihood of getting 
software suitable for deployment, we implemented 
multiple feedback strategies in an attempt to 
improve the quality of the written requirements: 
1. First, we decided to give the clients options by 

placing five development teams from different 
countries in competition to design and complete 
a system based on the requirements. We 
anticipated that this would expose the 
requirements to five different perspectives, each 
providing unique feedback that would in turn 
highlight assumptions and comprehension 
issues, and so encourage requirements iteration. 

2. Second, to ensure that ongoing communication 
about the requirements occurred between the 
clients and developers, each development team 
was assigned its own graduate quality coach 
from the US. The development team coach was 
also to assist the team with requirements-related 
and general software engineering questions. 

3. Third, graduate audit teams were established to 
review the requirements, along with other 
development artifacts and engineering 
processes, to push for quality even further. 
We hence established requirements-focused 

triads in our educational model: a client-side team 
comprising a client proxy and coach; a client-
sponsored development team of four to six students 
with its coach; and a dedicated team of three 
independent auditors. Five distributed triads were 
created for the overall project. The structure of the 
model is illustrated in Figure 1 and explained below. 

 
 

Figure 1. The pedagogical model of five requirements triads. The client-side comprised five client 
proxies and five client coaches who worked together as a team (center of figure), so a triad 

comprised one client-side pairing, the development team that the pair was working with, and the 
independent team of auditors responsible for giving feedback on the quality of the process and 

product of the work. The geographic location of the team members is indicated on the figure. 



The fourteen-week development project included: 
undergraduate students taking their first software 
engineering class from Cambodia (CA), New York 
City (NYC) and New York Pleasantville (PLV); 
undergraduates from Thailand (TH) taking a voluntary 
summer internship and graduate students from India 
(IN) taking a database course, both learning about 
software engineering practice for the first time; two 
sets of graduate students in the US, both taking a 
course on software quality assurance (SQA) and most 
following on from an earlier requirements engineering 
course -- one set were also banking professionals and 
these were assigned the auditing role; and students 
from a second university in Cambodia who were to 
teach one development team about life and culture in 
Cambodia, depicted by the label ‘Social Team’ in 
Figure 1, but this is not discussed further in this paper. 

The software system under development was 
called MultiLIB. After fourteen weeks, the client-side 
team selected one of the five development team’s 
software systems to deploy, based upon which of the 
systems demonstrably satisfied their requirements. 
The subsequent deployment phase for the selected 
version of the system took a further five weeks and 
was led by the Cambodian professor and students. The 
project involved sixty students and seven professors in 
total. A separate publication provides more extensive 
details on the project set-up [8]. 
 
4. Requirements Activities  
 

There have been numerous attempts to define 
what is meant by quality with respect to written 
requirements [1, 5, 13]. There are properties that are 
desirable of individual requirements (e.g., valid, 
verifiable, understandable, unambiguous, etc.) and 
properties that are desirable of the requirements set as 
a whole (e.g., complete, consistent, traceable, 
modifiable, etc.) The presence of these properties is 
assumed to make it more likely to achieve quality in 
the end products derived from the requirements. This 
section outlines the roles and responsibilities that were 
put in place to help achieve quality in the written 
requirements for our global project. 

 
4.1 Client-side 

 
The Cambodian students had never heard the term 

‘requirements engineering’ prior to their involvement 
in this project. They were introduced to the discipline 
through RE-O-Poly [14] and then those five students 
acting as clients for the project were each assigned a 
coach to work with them directly. The client coaches 
were tasked to help the clients re-engineer and 

produce a new baseline version of the requirements 
based upon all the work from the 2007 effort. The 
client coaches worked as a team of five to draft an 
interim requirements document while the five clients 
learned more about the problem and the operational 
environment from the ultimate Cambodian client and 
end-users. Much dialog ensued to improve the interim 
requirements and to validate them. Effort was directed 
at ensuring the Cambodian clients understood and 
gained ownership of their requirements at this stage. 

Version 1 of the requirements document was used 
to accompany a contract letter that was sent to the five 
development teams. This letter outlined interim 
milestones and acceptance criteria. The development 
teams were informed that the requirements would be 
permitted to change, in whatever way the client-side 
determined, during the first ten weeks of the project. A 
protocol therefore needed to be established for 
negotiating and informing the five development teams 
of changes in a fair manner. The client coaches 
assisted the clients in setting up a simple system for 
requirements change management and notification, 
and a system that would handle and track requirements 
feedback from the five teams. A schematic of how the 
requirements eventually evolved is given in Figure 2. 

Individual clients acted as the dedicated project 
sponsor for each of the five development teams, so 
this individual managed all the communication with 
the sponsored development team. The associated client 
coach was to ensure that this happened regularly and 
effectively. Any interactions necessitating changes to 
the requirements were recorded and discussed with the 
other members of the full client-side team, in this way 
enacting a change control board. 

The clients had to publish the criteria by which 
the competing software systems would be assessed for 
quality. Selection was to be rigorous and based upon 
the number and priority of the requirements that were 
implemented to a satisfactory level. This demanded 
well-written, testable and prioritized requirements 
from the client-side and traceability from the 
development-side. The selection decision was also to 
be informed by feedback from the auditors on the 
quality of each development team’s overall software 
development process. 
 
4.2 Developer-side 
 

The development team coaches were responsible 
for helping their team to become intelligent and pro-
active consumers of requirements. They were tasked 
to ensure that their team got clarification when they 
were confused or unsure about the requirements, and 
to ensure that they communicated regularly with the 
client, even when immersed in development activities. 



 

 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of the requirements document. Based upon continuous feedback from 

multiple perspectives, requirements were added, modified or deleted, priorities were defined and 
acceptance criteria were established. 

 
The development team coaches also provided 

advice on setting up processes and systems to be able 
to demonstrate requirements satisfaction and account 
for change, activities that undergraduate development 
teams can overlook without oversight. The coaches 
further ensured that their team prepared for and 
responded to all their audits in a professional manner. 

 
4.3 Audit-side 
 

Audit teams were established to help all sides of 
the project. Each audit team created their own 
checklists to audit the quality of their development 
team’s project artifacts and processes. The 
requirements document, being owned by the common 
client-side team, was the only artifact subject to a five-
way audit. The requirements document thus received 
feedback based upon five differing audit criteria and 
perspectives at three key junctures, starting with the 
interim version. While the individual requirements 
checklists and audits varied, all included an 
examination of the quality properties highlighted at the 
beginning of Section 4. Small sections from two of the 
audit checklists are shown in Figures 3 and 4 to 
illustrate that attention was paid to these properties. 
The client-side team had to prepare for the audits and 
respond to any deficiencies noted by any of the five 
audit teams in subsequent requirements versions. 

The audit checklists were also provided to the 
development team coaches prior to the audits to help 
them plan their work with the students. Following on 

from the audits, audit reports were issued in a timely 
fashion, and the audited were expected to respond 
within seventy-two hours to explain how they intended 
to address the concerns and within what timescale. If 
they did not intend to act upon a concern, they were 
expected to justify their position. All this information 
was visible to all the participants of the entire global 
project and a traffic light system was used by an SQA 
manager to provide the client-side with an indication 
of the quality status of each development team’s 
efforts throughout the duration of the project. 

 
INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS 

Source Is the source of the requirement specified?  
Identifier Does the requirement have a unique label?  
Allocation If appropriate, is the requirement allocated to a 

particular sub system?  

Fit Criteria Is there a fit criterion?  
Acceptance 
Criteria 

Is a clear acceptance criteria specified for the 
requirement?  

Necessary Is the requirement necessary with respect to the vision 
and business requirements specified? That is, is each 
requirement traceable back to a business requirement 
and ultimately to the project vision and to a particular 
source? 

 

Prioritized Is a priority specified for the requirement?  
Unambiguous Is the requirement clear and unambiguous?  
Verifiable Is the requirement verifiable?  

Is the requirement concise? Atomic / 
Concise Is it a single requirement (correct) or several 

requirements combined (incorrect)? 
 

Design Free Are high-level requirements free of design and 
implementation details?  

 
Figure 3. Fragment from the Cambodian audit 

team’s requirements document checklist. 
 
 



 

Correctness 
Category 
 

Y, O, N, 
or N/A 

Comment 

Are the requirements stated in a manner that is 
solution independent? 

YY  

Are the requirements free from content and 
grammatical errors? 

O  

Are all internal cross-references to other 
requirements correct? 

N  

Can the requirements be used as the basis for 
accepting the system? 

O  

                Clarity 
Category 
 

Y, O, N, 
or N/A 

Comment 

Can each requirement be interpreted in only one 
way? 

YY   

Is each requirement uniquely identified? O  
Are all requirements written at a consistent and 
appropriate level of detail? 

YY   

Are the requirements clear enough to be turned 
over to an independent group and still be 
understood with minimal explanation? 

O  

Are the requirements written concisely (i.e., short 
as possible without losing meaning)?  

YY   

Is each requirement unique and not duplicated by 
any other requirement? 

YY   

             Completeness 

Category 
 

Y, O, N, 
or N/A 

Comment 

Are all external hardware and software interfaces 
defined? 

YY   

Are all inputs to the system and outputs from the 
system specified, including their source, accuracy, 
range of values and frequency? 

O  

Are all of the tasks the user needs to perform 
specified? 

N  

Is any necessary information missing from a 
requirement? If so, is it identified as “to be 
determined (TBD)”? 

O  

Are all necessary operational quality attributes 
(e.g., performance, usability, reliability) specified? 
Does each precisely state scales of measurement? 

N  

Are all necessary development quality attributes 
(e.g., testability, efficiency, modifiability) specified? 
Does each precisely state scales of measurement? 

N  

Have important attributes (e.g., status, source 
owner, release, etc.) been defined for the 
requirements? 

O  

 
Figure 4. Fragment from the Indian audit 

team’s requirements document checklist. 
 
5. Outcomes 

 
Five software systems were delivered at the end 

of the fourteen-week period. Of these systems, three 
were considered to be of sufficient quality by the 
client-side to transition to a five-week deployment 
phase, two of which were regarded very high in 
quality. One of these systems was selected and the 
Cambodian school now has a working library system. 
Given our prior experiences, this seems to indicate that 
the varying strategies that we employed to improve the 
quality of the written requirements were effective for 
this project and for this set of students. 
 
5.1 Requirements Coaching 

 
The Cambodian clients were active participants in 

the entire requirements engineering process. They 

worked with their coaches, and the grasp that they had 
on their ultimate client’s requirements empowered 
them in their interactions with the development teams. 
In effect, they underwent an apprentice model of 
learning, working with coaches who were more skilled 
students who were, in turn, putting their own initial 
training in requirements engineering into practice, 
themselves supported by professors in the US. This 
chain of support and learning helped each of these 
students to achieve their learning goals, and the 
dependence and strength of this client / coach 
relationship is evident in the communication records 
of the client. Figure 5 quantifies the synchronous and 
asynchronous communication that took place between 
the clients and the other parties, and this shows that 
the client coaches were overwhelmingly the primary 
communication partners for the clients. The 
communication between all the support pairings is 
further shown in Figure 6, where the width of the 
connection signifies the amount of communication. 

While the quantity of the communication in these 
two figures does not necessarily reflect the quality of 
the interaction or of the requirements resulting from 
this communication, and we make no claim for this, 
the three teams that communicated the most with the 
client, indicated with arrows in Figure 5, were the top 
three teams in the final selection process. 

Having a separation between those writing the 
requirements and those implementing them addresses 
the reluctance of students to restructure or throwaway 
initial requirements work due to development 
pressures. In addition to an interim version, three 
major releases of the requirements document were 
produced, along with minor updates, and the 
developers coped with adapting to these changes. All 
the students witnessed how the requirements evolved 
and consequently became more representative over 
time. In the post-project surveys, the clients reported 
that learning how to handle change was their most 
valuable lesson. The final version of the requirements 
document included 71 functional requirements and 4 
non-functional (i.e., quality) requirements. 

While it is true that not all the students learned 
how to write requirements, they did all learn how to 
interrogate them and put mechanisms in place to 
verify their satisfaction and account for change, which 
is arguably a stronger foundation for undergraduates to 
build their requirements writing skills upon. 

Requirements coaching contributed towards 
improving the quality of the written requirements. 
Having a support network relieved some of the 
pressure associated with writing requirements for the 
first time for the Cambodian students. The client 
coaches were able to get things started, facilitate the 
entire process and set up a mechanism to 



 

accommodate feedback and change. This enabled the 
client proxies to focus upon working with their 
ultimate client and end-users as needed. Not only did 
the ultimate Cambodian client receive the system they 
wanted, the Cambodian school now uses this 
requirements document as a model for other courses. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Client communication profile. 
 

5.2 Reinforced Audit Cycles 
 
Having five audit teams review the requirements, 

with quality checklists based upon their own 
experiences of writing requirements on an 
introductory requirements course and in their 
professional practice, caught different defects with the 

requirements rapidly and early on. While a professor 
may emphasize the importance of using unique 
identifiers for requirements, nothing seems to be more 
effective for student learning than five sets of 
professionals saying the same thing to them. The 
client-side was initially overwhelmed with the audits 
for their initial requirements document, but it 
prompted the necessary changes when they saw that 
overlapping issues were raised by many audit teams. 
The client-side hence set up a process to prioritize and 
reconcile all audit feedback on their evolving 
requirements document on the shared project wiki 
(http://atlantis.seidenberg.pace.edu/wiki/gsd2008). 

 

 
Client coaches 

 
Developer coaches 

 
Auditors 

 
Figure 6. Coach and auditor communication. 

 
Note that the audits tended to catch issues to do 

with the form of the requirements – did the document 



 

include the things it was expected to and did the 
requirements possess relevant populated meta-data? 
The written requirements improved in quality as these 
audit concerns were addressed and as gradually these 
concerns diminished in later audits. 

At the conclusion of the project, both the client 
coach and the development coach for each 
development team compiled a requirements maturity 
profile for their team based upon the key process areas 
of the CMMI [16]. The rating scale that was used is 
shown in Table 1. The profile for one of the New York 
teams is given in Figure 7. Enabling the coaches to 
interactively discuss and create such profiles enabled 
these students to reflect upon the overall work and 
their contribution. Coincidentally, the profiles they 
created reflected the result of the selection process and 
so corroborated the client-side decision. 

 
Table 1. Rating for requirements activities. 

 
Rating What the Rating Means! 
0 Do What? Hasn’t Registered 
1 Awareness 
2 Planned to do it - But Didn’t 
3 Attempted to do it - Failed 
4 Attempted to do it - Partial Success 
5 Attempted to do it - OK 
6 Doing it, but only did it once 
7 Doing it - Regularly 
8 Doing it and Reflecting on it 
9 Doing, Reflecting and Continuously Improving 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Sample requirements maturity 
profile for one of the New York teams. 

The key for Figure 7 (as per [16]): 
Manage Requirements.  
• SP 1.1 Obtain an Understanding of Requirements;  
• SP 1.2 Obtain Commitment to Requirements;  
• SP 1.3 Manage Requirements Changes;  
• SP 1.4 Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements;  
• SP 1.5 Identify Inconsistencies between Project Work and Requirements.  
Develop Requirements.  
• SP 1.1 Elicit Needs;  
• SP 1.2 Develop the Customer Requirements;  
• SP 2.1 Establish Product and Product-Component Requirements;  
• SP 2.2 Allocate Product - Component Requirements;  
• SP 2.3 Identify Interface Requirements;  
• SP 3.1 Establish Operational Concepts and Scenarios;  
• SP 3.2 Establish a Definition of Required Functionality;  
• SP 3.3 Analyze Requirements;  
• SP 3.4 Analyze Requirements to Achieve Balance;  
• SP 3.5 Validate Requirements. 

 
5.3 Multi-perspective Triggers for Change 

 
The client / developer communication helped to 

surface ambiguity and assumptions and improved the 
content of the requirements document in a different 
way from the audits. The five development teams 
caught different things: the Indian and NYC teams 
uncovered ambiguity issues, while the Thai and PLV 
teams revealed consistency and completeness issues, 
for instance. This dialog, nurtured by the client and 
development coaches, also fostered a shared 
understanding of the problem and promoted consensus 
building. Each development team posted their 
questions about versions of the requirements on the 
shared wiki, leading to over 150 immediate questions 
for version 1. A Frequently Asked Questions list was 
set up by the clients to address common themes from 
the development teams. All information was available 
to all parties on the project wiki for all to learn from. 

As requirements queries got addressed, the 
quality of the written requirements improved. In the 
process, students saw how requirements not only need 
to be written to be understandable to multiple parties, 
but that there are benefits in getting feedback from 
multiple perspectives; requirements writing needs to 
be a transparent and negotiated whole team dialog. 

 
5.4 Really Hard Topics Really Matter! 
 

Even though emphasized by the professors, the 
non-functional requirements never received the 
attention they deserved. This lack of attention 
extended to all the parties across the entire project, 
including those graduate students who were coaching 
the requirements process – non-functional 
requirements were either taken for granted or 
perceived as too difficult to specify precisely. Only 4 
of the 75 requirements were designated ‘non-
functional’, so this was telling. Four requirements are 
illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, a juxtaposition that 
highlights the real difficulties the students faced in 
writing the non-functional requirements. 



 

Writing testable requirements proved the hardest 
quality property for students to achieve and this was 
specifically the case for the non-functional 
requirements. When it came to the selection of and 
choice between the leading software systems at the 
end of the project, the decision rested on an 
assessment of the non-functional requirements, given 
that all the functional requirements were implemented 
as specified by two of the teams. At this point, all the 
parties learned the need to pursue and break down the 
non-functional requirements as carefully as the 
functional requirements because, with functionality 
being equal, this is what differentiates. One of the 
main issues during selection related to usability – there 
were no usability requirements defined in the 
requirements document. In the post-project surveys the 
students reported that they now better appreciated the 
role of prioritized and testable requirements, especially 
those related to the qualities of the software system. 

 
R22, A librarian shall be able to check out items 
Source: MultiLIB Presentation 2008 
Description: Librarians shall be able to check out items to library users so they 
can be taken out of the library. 
Rationale: Major function of library. 
Acceptance Criterion: Tester shall be able to check out an item. The item’s 
profile page shall indicate that the item is checked out. Attempts to check this item 
out again shall fail. 
Priority: High History: Created 2/20/08 
R70, The system shall have a setting for “Amount of Active Check Outs 
Allowed for Type Student” 
Source: Client/Coach Email 03-13-08 
Description: This setting (editable by Admin) determines the quantity of items that 
a user of type Student can have checked out simultaneously. Initial Setting is “2”. 
Rationale: Need to limit the amount of reservations so that all users can use 
library resources. 
Acceptance Criterion: The tester shall attempt to check out a number of items 
that exceed this setting as a student user. The system shall notify the tester that 
they cannot check out further items. 
Priority: High History: Created 3/13/0 

 
Figure 8. Sample functional requirements. 

 
Interestingly, more than 90% of the formal 

requirements queries posted on the shared wiki were 
about the functional requirements. However, the 
majority of the informal communication (i.e., emails 
and chats) concerned the non-functional requirements, 
evident in 40% of the communication records in 
contrast to 28%, and mostly on usability and security 
clarifications. Note that a communication event could 
cover both types of requirement and that there was no 
usability requirement in the requirements document. 

 
6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
The two challenges we set out to address by this 

initiative were the following: (1) how to give students 
a realistic software development project experience, 
while learning the requisite skills to write 
requirements, without compromising quality; and (2) 
how to create an experience that enables students to 

see the value of spending time on requirements. Given 
that the project was to develop a software system in a 
globally distributed manner for an actual client, and 
that the process was competitive in nature, many 
characteristics of industrial development projects were 
involved. Given that the client’s eventual decision was 
based upon demonstrable conformance to written 
requirements, the value of articulating and 
understanding testable requirements was foremost. 
 
NR1, Performance 
Source: Requirements Document v1.8 2007 Librarian Team 
Description: To provide a good user experience the system must be responsive to 
user input. The response time to all user actions should respond to the user with a 
result in 2 seconds or less. While 1 second or less is considered the limit before 
the user feels lag to be interrupting, 2 seconds in the case of this system will be a 
sufficient target because the all actions that users take in the system is “call & 
response” (real-time data updates are generally not expected by users of this type 
of system). Source: http://www.useit.com/papers/responsetime.html 
Rationale: This will assure that the performance of the system will be optimal for 
the library users. 
Acceptance Criterion: Tester will log various library users and will perform 
various actions and verify that response times are under the 2-second target. 
Priority: Medium History: Created 2/19/08 
NR3, Backups 
Source: Requirements Document v1.8 2007 Librarian Team 
Description: The library system files must be backed up to allow for recovery if 
needed. The backups will take place once a week.  Each copy backup will be 
saved for a year and then purged. Backups will happen automatically when the 
library is closed so system activity is minimal. Only52 backup copies will exist 
simultaneously. Backup files will only be accessible by the administrator. All data 
concerning users, items and reservations should be part of the backup process. 
Transaction logs should also be part of the backup process. The backup file(s) 
should be compressed in order to conserve hard drive space. 
Rationale: This will assure that if the information is lost, the administrator will be 
able to retrieve system information. 
Acceptance Criterion: Perform a test recovery of system files. 
Priority: Medium History: Created 2/19/08 

 
Figure 9. Sample non-functional requirements. 

 
When we attempt to get students to practice all 

aspects of software engineering for the first time, 
sometimes they end up doing no one piece very well. 
This can be detrimental to their understanding the 
value of individual practices. Equally, allocating 
distinct roles within a class can lead to uneven 
experiences. Carving out specific learning objectives 
for subsets of students and distributing responsibilities 
across class levels is one way to address this matter. 
This paper has described an innovative model through 
which to do this. It was set up to get students to 
collaboratively write requirements of sufficient quality 
to guide a global software development project and 
inform a selection process, using multiple forms of 
contribution and feedback. It provided a way to teach 
and reinforce the core skills associated with 
requirements production and consumption. 

However, we acknowledge that use of such a 
model came at a very high cost. The planning and 
oversight required to run a student project of this 
nature cannot be understated. It required detailed 
project plans, agreed by all professors and institutions 
ahead of time, alignment with all course objectives 
and schedules, and monitoring to ensure that all the 



 

students understood and played their roles. The 
professors took on this management role, spent weeks 
in prior planning and had to run regular meetings with 
all student groups to make sure everything progressed 
smoothly. Such effort is neither sustainable nor 
scalable for professors. But, rather than throw away 
the model, perhaps the integration of project 
management students in need of a project-based test-
bed for their studies could make the model viable? 

Since the overhead associated with global 
software development projects in industrial practice is 
already considered high, in the area of 10-30% of total 
cost, implementing our model in comparable settings 
is also unlikely to be realistic. However, such a model 
could provide for a valuable training environment, and 
there are certainly elements that are worth exploring in 
practice when the stakes are high, such as: 
Provide requirements coaches on projects. In a 
decade where life coaching and executive coaching is 
now an investment that people and companies accept, 
requirements coaches could be trained and assigned to 
work with different project stakeholders, at levels 
determined by specific project learning needs. 
Use multi-perspective requirements auditing. While 
five-way requirements audits and multi-perspective 
feedback may be implausible on most projects, distinct 
perspectives do highlight different types of quality 
concern. Multi-party audits could certainly play a 
useful role on critical high-risk global projects. 
Monitor whether the formal requirements and 
informal discussion about the requirements are 
balanced. What dominates the informal discussion 
about the requirements may not dominate the 
requirements document itself, and this should act as an 
alert when it happens. While non-functional concerns 
dominated communications in our project, they did not 
dominate the requirements, and problems resulted. 
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